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1. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear power has been conceived, developed» and installed
mostly with a view to producing commercially competitive electri-
city, and this has indeed been a tough but outstandingly success-
ful undertaking. It implies a near and medium-range time ho-
rizon. But the real potential of nuclear power becomes only visi-
ble when a long-range time horizon beyond the year 2000 is con-
sidered. A prudent assessment then requires consideration of not
only the nuclear option but also other options that are open to
mankind beyond the year 2000. To that end it is necessary to es-
tablish a yardstick, and this can only come from a global con-
sideration of the future energy demand.

2 . GLOBAL ENERGY DEMAND

The present energy consumption of the world is at 7.5 TWa,
or, in short, 7.5 TW. One may recall that 1 TW of thermal power
relates to roughly 1 billion tons of coal equivalent (tee) per
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year. There are three fundamental reasons for
energy demand on a globel scale:

the increase of

(a) the continued economic growth of industrialized coun-
tries ;

(b) the development of countries that are less developed
countries (LDC's) at present;

(c) the growth of the world population.

It is useful to consider the present distribution of the per
capita consumption of energy. This is done in Figure 1. More
than 72% of the population live with less than the average energy
consumption of 2 kW. In fact, more than 80 countries have a con-
sumption of commercial energy as low as 0.2 kW, whereas only very
few countries consume more than 10 kW per capita. Tewnty-two per
cent of the population have a per capita consumption between 2
and 7 kW. The distribution is very uneven and reflects the
present state of development in the countries of the world. In
fact, the lowest and the highest consumption rates differ by a
factor as high as 50. " Without much explicit analysis it is easy
to anticipate that such an uneven distribution is unlikely to
prevail in the long run. Any smoothening of the curve will then
lead to an increase of the average value of 2 kW. The question
is: How much will it increase? Energy consumption refers to an
infrastructure such as transportation, industry, households, com-
mercial activities, and services. In fact, energy together with
labor is the.feed for this infrastructure. It may be character-
ized by the total capital stock expressed in monetary terms, say,
dollars. Then it is interesting to relate capital stock and en-
ergy consumption. This is done in TABLE I. On a world basis,
this ratio is close to $ 1.15/W(th). For the Western industrial-
ized countries the ratio is at $ 1.4/W, thus reflecting a more
capital-intensive and more service-oriented type of economy. The
ratio for the centrally planned industrialized countries is at $
0.7/VI because heavy industry is more pronounced there. The point
of this comparison is that the LDC's are at $ 1.3/W which is very
close to the average value. As far as energy consumption is con-
cerned, their infrastructure therefore seems to follow a pattern
that also prevails in the developed countries. More generally,
it is interesting to note that the maximum and the minimum do not
differ from the world average by more than 20 or HQ%, respective-
ly. The big differences appear only when the per capita value of
capital stock is considered. But this reduction of energy con-
sumption to capital stock then brings our concern about future
energy demand into the more general perspective of economic
growth in various parts of the world. Another way of putting it
is to consider the problem of world economic orders. Recently
Leontief has made a study for the United Nations, evaluating the
feasibility and implications of various scenarios for world
economic orders [1], He compared, among others, the Internation-
al Development Strategy (IDS) for the 1970's to the so-called New
Economic Order (NEO). Both imply certain growth rates that are
outlined in TABLE II and TABLE III. The GDP share of the LDC's is
presently at 15?. The IDS would bring them to 18? by the year
2000 while the New Economic Order would result in a 28? share.
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The GDP growth rates for the industrialized countries according
to IDS are at 4.7%, while the New Economic Order would envisage
only 1.355. By contrast, for the LDC's the IDS scheme envisages a
5.H% growth, while it would be 7.0? according to the New Economic
Order. However, both scenarios have the same average world
economic growth rate of 4.6?, and imply a world energy consump-
tion of 30 TW by the year 2000. At an estimated world population
of, for example, 6 billion people, this would imply a per capita
consumption rate of as high as 5 kW. This would equal the
present energy consumption rate of the Western European coun-
tries.

Beyond the year 2000 the world population continues to grow.
It is difficult to anticipate this population growth properly,
there are high estimates and low estimates. A medium estimate
and good point of reference seems to be the assessment that was
reported by the Secretary General of the UN Population Conference
of Bucharest in 1974 (see Figure 2). It expects an asymptotic
growth to twelve to thirteen billion people. One should note
that the population levels off only 100 years after a net repro-
duction rate of one has been achieved.

On the basis of such a reference curve for the population
growth expected it is now interesting to project a few scenarios
that combine such a population growth with a pe- capita energy

in turn levels off at 2, 3, and 5 kW. This is
The 5 kW/capita scenario would lead to a

roughly ten-fold increase, from today's 7-5 TW to something like
70 TW asymptotic. It is impossible to predict the future energy
demand since higher and lower values than 70 TW are indeed possi-
ble, but in almost any event one must envisage a demand of dozens
of TW for the time beyond the year 2000. Therefore, a 50 TW mark
may serve as a yardstick for evaluating the long-range options
available to mankind.

consumption that
done in Figure 3-

3. RENEWABLE ENERGY RESOURCES

There is a growing interest to make greater use of renewable
resources than originally foreseen. Among others, the use of hy-
dropower, wind, and solar power is being contemplated. Let us
make this point perfectly plain: all these sources should be used
whenever there is the possibility to do so. On a regional basis
this can turn out to be significant indeed. For instance,
Seirensen has recently considered the use of windmills for Denmark
[2]. The wind is more intensive and blows more steadily than in
most other places, and so it might make sense there to use wind-
mills. But in the global context considered here it is necessary
to consider the overall potential of such sources. This is done
in TABLE IV. Let us start with hydropcwer whose potential is
around 3 TVJ. One should realize that this already includes pro-
jects such as using all the high cliffs in Greenland. From an
area of more than 150,000 km waters are running down the cliffs.
They could be collected there and used by a series of dams [3].
Wet geothermal sources may provide 0.1 TW. Or, if one wishes to



use the energy of waves, a linear installation of almost the per-
imeter of the earth would be needed to obtain 1 TW of power.
Wind power has a potential for practical application that is of a
few TW. The only large-scale matter in the table is the use of
the ocean thermal gradient for Dower Droduction purposes. But
for the production of 70 TW practically all of the tropical and
subtropical ocean surface would have to be covered by such facil-
ities. This would then indeed lead to major ecological and
climatological impacts. The surface temperature would change,
and this could indeed affect the climate, since the ocean surface
temperature is one of its major determinants. If the ocean ther-
mal gradient option were reduced to manageable proportions, it
could contribute only a few TW at best. But this case of ocean
thermal gradient power plants perhaDs illustrates what it could
mean to speak of 70 TW. Solar is not in the table; we will deal
with it separately. But it is interesting also to consider ener-
gy saving, a negative option, one might say, in this context.
Let us assume that the US would be willing and able to reduce its
per capita consumption of energy to European values. This would
save one TW, and therefore fits the order of magnitude that seems
to be characteristic of renewable resources.

The conclusion is that, besides the case of solar power,
renewable energy sources including the option of energy saving
have always come out to have a potential of about 1 TW. But this
then leaves a fundamental gap up to the 50 TW level that we have
established as a yardstick for our considerations. So let us then
proceed to consider the three options that are able to cover the
50 TW domain, providing sufficient energy to mankind beyond the
turn of the century: solar, nuclear, and, to a lesser extent,
coal.

4. THE LONG RANGE OPTIONS: THE CASE OF SOLAR POWER

Let us start by considering the solar option. At an average
over day and night and over all latitudes, the sun submits a to-
tal of 340 V/md to one square meter of the surface of the earth's
atmoshere. Fifty-three per cent of this are either absorbed or
immediately reflected. The amount thafc reaches the earth surface

W/m2. Out of these 160 W/m*is 216O
W/m , is used to drive the rain cycle.

about one half, namely 75
The rest goes into con-

vection and into the infrared balance. A consistent but dif-
ferent way of putting it is to say that in mid-latitudes, such as
for Salzburg, the yearly average of insolation is?about 3 kWh/m^.
In Phoenix, Arizona, the insolation is at 5 kWh/m d. At 10$ or,
respectively, 20$ efficiency of conversion this necessitates to
devote a certain amount of land to solar power absorption. For a
1000 MWe plant these amounts of land are indicated in TABLE V.
Besides considering the average influx of solar power it is im-
portant to look into its variations. The daily cycle is one typ-
ical feature, and the seasonal cycle another. The maximum to
minimum ratio of the seasonal cycle for middle latitudes such as
45 is cloge to 7:1, while further south in latitudes of, for in-
stance, 35 this ratio is closer to 2:1. This then point? to the
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fundamental problem of energy storage. When solar power is not
an auxiliary power supply but instead provides base-load as well
as peak-load power for all seasons, the amount of energy storage
required is far beyond present scales. The technology of today
that is closest to large-scale energy storage is hydropower.
TABLE VI indicates the size of hydrostorage available today. But
when we speak of dozens of solar TW and consider the seasonal
fluctuations, an energy storage is necessary that is greater by
orders of magnitude. It is very probable that this can only be
done by storing a liquid or a gaseous fuel and not by storing
electricity via hydrodams. The secondary energy form that really
seems to fit large-scale uses of solar power is, therefore, not
electricity but a liquid or a gas. The most prominent candidate
is hydrogen. It could be stored underground in large caverns.
For instance, the ones that are left over from former natural sas
fields come to mind. But also ammonia, NH-, must be mentioned
here, and quite a number of additional possibilities exist. A
gaseous or liquid secondary energy carrier would be shipped by
pipelines and/or large tankers, which would be much closer to
today's oil supply system than to our electricity supply system.

If we leave aside solar space heating and hot water prepara-
tion, which appear to have a limited Dotential of Derhaps 5$ or
at best 10% of the primary energy demand, then there are two fun-
damental concepts of solar energy conversion:

(a) the tower concept, and
(b) the photovoltaic concept.

The tower concept (see Figure 4) relies on direct sunshine.
In the middle of a field of, perhaps, 2 by 2 km, there is a tower
of about 200 m height; it receives the insolation into that field
since it is in the focus of a set of mirrors. LetpUS realize
that these sets of mirrors covering a field of H km must be
close to one another, because it is necessary that this area is
one piece. Dry steam is produced at the top of the tower and is
given to a conventional power plant. This concept enjoys a cer-
tain popularity because it seems to have comparatively low capi-
tal costs. The estimated capital cost figures for peak-power app-
lication now range from 500 to 1000 $/kW(e), roughly one half of
this cost originates from the capital requirements for helio-
stats. However, when such a scheme is applied for base-load pur-
Doses, one must realize that the load factor for the plant under
consideration is at best 30/6 or so, so that two more plants are
required to feed energy storages that then bridge the remaining
70? of the required operating time in the base-load mode. This
means a factor of about five for the related capital costs, as
compared to the peak power applications. The cost for energy
storage comes on top of it. This indicates very high capital re-
quirements even when there is sunshine without any clouds. It is
likely that, for these reasons, solar power plants would be in-
stalled only in the south, where the insolation is higher, the
seasonal variations smaller, and the cloudiness of the sky negli-
gible.
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Ey contrast, the photovoltaic concept does not rely on
focusing of direct sunshine. It therefore can make use of bits
and pieces of unused land, and the percentage of land so avail-
able is larger than one usually thinks. We have estimated, for
instance for the case of Austria, that about 5% of its surface
could be made available when bits and pieces, a hectare here and
a hectare there, can be used. This relates to about 4000 km2.
With 3 kWh/rn2d of insolation and 10? efficiency, the arithmetic
result is 400 TWh/a. By comparison, present electricity consump-
tion in Austria is at 30 TWh(e), the total energy consumption at
250 TWh. Again, one must point to energy storage requirements
and to capital costs. Today's shopping price for pir-otovoltaic
cells is at $ 10,000/kW(e) peak. However, proponents of this
scheme hope for capital costs that would ultimately be as low as
$ 500/kW(e) peak. But one must keep in mind the reasoning given
for the tower concept. Again the load factor is 30? at best,
storage is required, and therefore at least three plants per one
are necessary to serve base load purposes. As in the case of the
tower concept, this results in several thousand dollars per
kW(e). One should not lose one's perspective, we are talking of a
long-range future, and it is not clear how high or low the ac-
ceptable capital cost will turn out to be. But for purposes of
orientation let us assume that $ 5,000/kW(e) would be a typical
figure. Let us further assume that electricity can be equated to
end use in general. Earlier we have seen that large-scale
storage and transportation requires the conversion of solar power
into a gas or a liquid. So let us assume, that per capita only
2 kW of energy end use would be required. This then relates to a
capital investment in the order of $ 15,000 per capita. We saw
in Figure 2 that the total capital stock per capita in the so-
called rich Western industrialized countries today is only at $
8,500. This illustrates the problem of capital that goes along
with this long-range option. It is nevertheless useful to carry
the analysis a step further. Fifty TW energy requirements at
20 W/m of solar electric/hydrogen conversion density relate to
2.5 million km2 of land. This could appear a rather large fig-
ure, but would then be a lack of perspective.In TABLE VII we give
the break-down of land use. About 13 million km are used for
agricultural purposes, converting sunlight into food. 2.5 mil-
lion km is less than 13 million km2 but still the same order of
magnitude. One therefore is led to observe that harvesting sun-
light for energy conversion purposes should perhaps be viewed as
a new kind of agriculture. Indeed, when mankind turned from
hunting to farming, this basic technological step made it possi-
ble tg, support not only one man per 3 km~ but instead 200 men per
1 km . In the same vein one might observe that this new kind
of agriculture makes it possible in principle to support energy-
wise 12 billion people and more. A remark to the side must be
made here. Thirteen million km2 of land use for agricultural
purposes has certainly gone along with albedo changes of, say,
10?. This relates to an amount of energy in the order of 100 TW,
and again it somehow fits the global overall picture.

Let us recall what we did. We assumed 50 TW as a yardstick
for future energy demand relating to a dozen billion people on
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the globe. This led us into global schemes for the harvesting of
solar power. While the capital requirements still appear to be
inhibitive, the land use requirements make solar power appear as
a new kind of world agriculture. Energy storage requirements
point to a gaseous or liquid secondary energy form, which makes
one think of today's 73? of primary energy provided on the basis
of oil and gas. In any event, we are unaccustomed to this dimen-
sion of solar power applications; they are global in nature. Eut
it provides us with an appropriate background against which the
big alternative to the solar option, the nuclear option, can now
be evaluated.

5. THE LONG RANGE OPTIONS: THE CASE OF NUCLEAR POWER

The present generation of nuclear power stations only con-
verts some U-238 into Pu, and, on a net basis, only about 1? of
all atoms of natural uranium are used. Through such a low use
factor the economy of nuclear production limits the mining of
uranium ores to the very rich ones, resulting in yellow cake
prices of, say, less than $ 100/lb. Such a figure then limits
the production of nuclear power to something like a few decades.
The real potential of nuclear power becomes visible only when the
principle of breeding is engaged. This increases the use of
atoms of natural uranium by a factor of 60 to 30. This means at
the same time that in breeders uranium prices can be afforded
which are 60 to 80 times higher than the ones for the present nu-
clear power stations. This brings uranium resources into the
picture that are otherwise impossible to consider. Even the
uranium content of the seas becomes economically accessible. This
means that, de facto, 10' to 10° TWa are available through
breeder reactors, enough for millions of years and dozens of bil-
lions of people. It is worthwile to note that the situation of
fusion breeders is practically the same. By fusion breeders we
refer to the D-T fusion reactors, the only ones that seem to have
a realistic chance of success in the foreseeable future. What
U-238 is for the fast breeder Li is for the fusion breeder, and
the role of Pu in the case of the fast breeder corresponds to
that of tritium for the fusion breeder. Also waste disposal,
containment of radioactivity, the use of liquid metals, and other
features of the two breeder types are more similar than not [4],
So we may refer to either the fast breeder or the fusion breeder
when we now speak of the long-range nuclear option.

It is fundamental to realize that so far the development of
nuclear power has concentrated on the production of electricity
as a secondary energy carrier. The size of the largest power
stations today is at 1200 MW(e), which somehow appears to be an
inherent feature of today's technology. Smaller units have prac-
tically no chance to be competitive. But it is now important
that much larger units do not fit the size of the present elec-
trical grids.There is kind of a ground rule that supply units for
an electrical grid are of 10? of the grid size. The optimum
seems to be at such a value, because lower values sacrifice bene-
fits of scale, and larger sizes lead to unacceptably low figures



of supply reliabilities. And the sizes of the electrical grids,
by thsir own logic, today are at 1.0 GW(e). One should not be con-
fused by long-range power transmission lines, they function to
compensate peak-power requirements and increase the general sta-
bility only. The average electrical kWh travels only about
100 km to final consumption. But this all in all means that the
electrical grids were and still are the natural consumer partner
of the production of nuclear power.

However, if we look into the more distant future we must
realize that most of the requirements for energy end uses are not
electrical ones. Figure 5 gives the partitioning for the case of
the FRG for the past decades. The share of electricity in the
energy end use is now 10$ and is increasing. But only rarely an
end use share greater than 25$ is envisaged [5]. The remainder
must be provided as a gaseous or liquid secondary energy carrier.
Nuclear power must therefore go to applications beyond the gen-
eration- of electricity [6]. Again, as with solar power, the pro-
duction of hydrogen comes to one's mind, and the production of a
liquid secondary energy carrier on the basis of hydrogen. Hydro-
gen could be produced by electrolysis, for instance. Considering
that the fuel costs of breeders are small, the economy of elec-
trolysis is not a matter of thermal efficiency but of capital
costs. Capital costs below $ 120/kW appear attractive already
today, and this is not out of range [6].

Another avenue to hydrogen production is the application of
nuclear process heat to staged chemical processes that in effect
split the water molecule. The most promising perhaps is the pro-
cess that considers the splitting of sulphuric acid (see TABLE
VIII). Eight-five per cent of the required energy could be ap-
plied as thermal heat at temperatures of 800° C or so, which is
well within the range of high temperature reactors. The remain-
ing 15? would be introduced on an electrolytic basis [6].

It is now necessary to carry the analysis a step further.
We are here considering the long-range perspective of energy op-
tions that are open to mankind. In the case of solar Dower, we
somehow radically pursued this and were compellingly led to glo-
bal considerations for the use of the solar power option. It is
then important also to open the same perspective for the nuclear
option and not have it fully determined by only present cir-
cumstances .

The point is this: Large-scale nuclear power has to include
the nuclear fuel cycle. Its conceptualization and considarations
of its proper deployment are the purpose of this conference. But
the natural unit size of the nuclear fuel cycle is determined bv
the size of the reprocessing facility. For instance, today's
contemplated size of 1500 t/a relates to 50 GW(e). If we now
consider future sizes of, for instance, 3000 t/a and assume the
entire fuel cycle to be one supply unit for nuclear power, and if
we now apply, ad hoc, the 10? rule of electricity grids explained
above, we would arrive at 100 x 10 = 1000 GW(e) or 1 TW of secon-
dary energy. This, by its very size, points to global considera-
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tions. The supply grid in question is then by tendency world-
wide. But we have already argued that the major share of supply
would be on the basis of a liquid or a gas. These liquid energy
carriers are transportable on that scale already today. We saw
earlier that today's energy consumption is at 7.5 TW. 3-5 TW of
this amount is based on oil. 1.8 TW is domestic oil supply,
mostly in the USSR and the USA. But 1.7 TW comes from the Per-
sian Gulf and is shipped today over distances as far as 10,000 km
around the world, and we are indeed used to this. Therefore, our
numerical exercise for future large-scale nuclear power based on
one fuel cycle as the supply unit and arriving therby at 1 TW
falls very much into place when the product would be a liquid.

The argument goes further. A fuel cycle that includes
reprocessing, waste solidification, waste disposal, fuel fabrica-
tion, and other steps permits for concentration. The idea of re-
gional fuel cycle parks is aiming at such a concentration. As
long as this power generation is for electricity purposes, it is
almost compelling not to include the power generating reactors in
these fuel cycle centers. We mentioned it above, the average kWh
travels only 100 km before it is used. Or, in other words,
present electrical engineering limits long-range electricity
transportation to at best a few GW. Therefore nuclear power has
to come to the cities, to the civilization infrastructure where
the load is, and this is what presently causes the trouble for
nuclear power in terms of licensing and acceptance. But it was
our point that, in the long-range future, mote than the produc-
tion of electricity is required anyway. This then leads us to
reconsider our reasoning. The production of a liquid or a gas
does permit for long-range transportation, and therefore nuclear
power plants could and should be incorporated in the scheme of
nuclear energy parks. In fact, such a step could significantly
alleviate the safeguards situation of nuclear power.

The following decision tree illustrates the situation (see
Figure 6). Let us follow the various branches of the tree. The
first question to be answered is whether to go nuclear or not.
If not, alternatives such as solar or coal have to be evaluated.
If yes, the question must be answered whether to reprocess the
irradiated fuel. That is where the nuclear community stands now.
If not, this leads into the necessity of intermediate storage of
irradiated fuel elements. The next question to be faced is
whether to utilize Pu. Tf not, it must be stored. If yes, one
must face the problem of Pu transportation. If, for instance,
for safeguards or other reasons the transport of open Pu is to be
avoided, the necessity of fuel cycle parks or collocations a-
rises. If the transport of fresh Pu-bearing fuel elements is also
considered to be for instance a safeguards problem, then colloca-
tions must be envisaged that also comprehend Pu-burning reactors.
Otherwise measures like fuel that is only Dartlv decontaminated,
or others must be looked into. If the answer is no to that, the
next question is then which reactor type to choose and,
thereafter, the kind of secondary energy carrier to be Droduced.
In view of the global nature of a SUDDIV grid for. sav. a liquid
secondary energy carrier, it is then the political and geoeraphi-
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cal status of the comprehensive collocations that must be deter-
mined. The point now is this: Such a long-range view leads to
more global considerations as well as to possibilities for action
that do not come to mind when nuclear power is considered for the
production of electricity under today's circumstances. But it
should be the intent not to foreclose future options for prudent
technical and political action. Therefore, the deployment of nu-
clear fuel cycles should be seen in a context that is broad and
wide enough. One more point: Such comprehensive collocations
would then function as supply units of grids of several TVJ of a
liquid or gaseous secondary energy carrier. The capacity of the
collocation would be 100 GW of secondary energy. But along with
it go at least 100 GW of conversion losses, which largely occur
on a point source basis, as the envisaged collocation is expected
to be comprehensive. The disposal of conversion losses of such a
size occurring on a point source basis cannot be expected to work
in the midst of land because of the lack of a heat sink. In-
stead, it is probably necessary to go into the open sea, and
preferably into the midst of an ocean current. Islands offer
themselves for such purposes.

6. THE CASE OF COAL

Coal is a large resource but only a comparatively small fos-
sil fuel reserve. By such a statement attention shall be given
to the wide range of data that exists on coal in the ground. The
term resources refers to potentially recoverable coal in the
ground, implying a certain level of technology and a certain lev-
el of potentially acceptable costs, while reserves point to iden-
tified and economically recoverable fuels in the ground.
Resources are therefore not given by a unique number, and with
these reservations we introduce Figure 7. The World Energy
Conference of Detroit has pointed to 10.7 x 1012t of-pcoal
resources [7]. M. Grenon has revised these data to 8.4 x 10 -itce.
But one should realize that hardly all of the 8.4 x 10 tee
can be recovered under today's or even foreseeable future
conditions. Recoverability rather points to a figure of about
1012 tee or roughly 1000 TW/a . At 50 TW this would mean not more
than 20 years of supply if nothing else came into the picture.
If transient conditions of reaching such a consumption figure
were assumed, the 20 years might be stretched to 60 years or so.
It then depends very much on the scenario that one assumes. One
way of putting it would be to say that evolving emergency condi-
tions would force mankind to recover more coal than is considered
feasible today. However, in view of the existing alternatives,
namely solar and nuclear, it seems to be more realistic to assume
that coal would be used where hydrocarbons are genuinely needed,
and that is in the transport sector. In considering the solar
and nuclear options we have repeatedly pointed to a liquid or
gaseous secondary energy carrier. For the transport sector,
methanol or ethanol would be very good candidates. Their carbon
component would only partly function as an energy source; partly
one should view the carbon component as a device to bind hydrogen
and to transport it in such a bounded state. The energy content
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of one kg of coal in the form of methar.ol is roughly twice as
much as that of one kg of carbon. Let us now assume that the en-
ergy requirements for process heat in the synthesis of methanol
would come either from solar or from nuclear power. Then the en-
ergy content per kg of carbon, and that is coal, has been dou-
bled. If we now assume that roughly one quarter of our 50 TW are
for transportation purposes we gain another factor of 4, or taken
together with the above factor of 2, this totals a factor of 8.
This would bring us to a total of 800 TWa when coal would play
its role in the related transport sector. At a constant rate of
50 TW this would then cover 160 years. Taking into account tran-
sients etc., it seems fair to say that something like the next
200 years appear as a period where coal could play an important
role.

There is one more point however. Also fossil fuels have
their waste disposal problems. While the pollutants that are
usually considered such as S0~ or NO can be abated by appropri-
ate technical means and therefore kept away from the environment
this is not so readily possible for COp, as this is the end pro-
duct of combustion and therefore occurs in very large volumes.
It goes into the atmosphere. It is a well known fact that, ac-
cordingly, the COp content of the atmosphere is constantly in-
creasing. Today's atmospheric concentrations of C0« are already
about Wit higher than they were a hundred years ago, when the
burning of fossil fuel was insignificant in size. Further, there
is good reason to assume that, for instance, a 100? increase
above the natural CO- content could lead to increases of earth
surface temperatures that would have a serious impact on the
climatological conditions [9]. While the present state of the
art does not permit a deterministic assessment of such an impact
it does nevertheless point to a significant risk. If we now as-
sume somewhat arbitrarily an atmospheric standard that limits the
C0_ content of the atmosphere, we can then conclude what fossil
power levels would be acceptable. This is outlined in Figure 8.
It appears that a permitted C0? increase of 100? limits the fos-
sil power production to something like HO TW by the year 2040.
Thereafter, the permissible power level decreases, as the atmos-
phere is already filled up and only slowly gives its C0? content
to the biosphere and the deep sea. It should be realizect however
that releasing the CO- that comes from the burning of fossil fu-
els is not a necessary fate for all times. It is possible to
concentrate the use of fossil fuels to a few places in the sea or
near the shores. At such places one could envisage the produc-
tion of a carbon-free secondary energy carrier such as ammonia
very much in the same sense as it was considered earlier in this
paper. On such a basis it is not out of scope to pump the C0?
from the combustion process directly into the deep sea, the final
waste disposal site [10]. Limitations coming from che atmosphere
would thereby be circumirened.

7. FINAL REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS

Let us recall what we did. We considered the longer-range
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future beyond the year 2000. It appears that the solar option
and the nuclear option offer the opportunity for an indeed prac-
tically unlimited supply of power, even in the scale of dozens of
TW that would relate to 12 billion people or so. The solar op-
tion, under these circumstances, becomes a hard technology op-
tion, where large-scale energy storage and transportation over
global distances are key features. Solar power conversion covers
areas in the order of several million km2. It is therefore a
very dilute source. Nuclear power in turn tends to be very con-
centrated. When applied to more than the generation of electri-
city, it can be concentrated in large energy parks with outputs
in the range of 1 TW. One may compare it, therefore, to the
present oil situation in vhe Persian Gulf which acts as a point
source of roughly 1.5 TW already today. Coal has the largest po-
tential of ail fossil resources. When strategically employed and
combined with non-fossil process heat, it could cover especially
the transportation sector for perhaps 200 years or even more.
Therefore a fairly optimistic picture evolves. Eut one should
keep in that this paper has not dealt with institutional, legal,
or political implications of related energy strategies. They are
probably significantly more difficult to handle than the techni-
cal and scientific problems explained here. Finally, one should
keep in mind that this paper has not dealt with the important
problems of the transition phase that connects the present with
the future beyond the year 2000. These problems are partly dif-
ferent from those explained here and sometimes lead to modifica-
tions of the features explained.
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TABLE I. ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND CAPITAL STOCK

Capital Output
Ratio

(years)

Capital Stock
per Capitaa

(1963 US$)

Capital-Energy
Input Ratio
(1963 US$/W)

World 2.5 2000 1.15

Developed Market
Economies

Developing Countries

Centrally Planned
Economies

3

2

2

.4

.2

.0

8500

380

2700

1 .4

1 ,3

0.7

Capital stock data from W. Strõbele, 1975
bWithout China

r



TABLE II. COMPARING GOALS AND IMPACTS OF DIFFERENT WORLD ECONOMIC ORDERS

Share in World GDP (%)
2000

1970 IDS NEO

Economic Growth Rate (%/yr)
IDS NEO

total per total per
cap cap

Developed Countries
Market Economies
Centrally Planned

Total

Developing Countries
Market Economies
Centrally Planned

Total

World, total

66
19

85

11
4

15

100

61
21

82

12
6

18

100

51
21

72

22
6

28

100

4.5
5.0

4.7

5.0
6.3

5.4

4.6

3
3

3
3

U
l 

U
l

.5

.5

3.7
5.0

4.3

7.3
6.3

7.0

4.6

3.
3.

4.
4.

0
0

9
9

After W. Leontief et al., 1976.



TABLE III. IMPACT OF DIFFERENT WORLD ECONOMIC ORDERS UPON ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Developed Countries
Market Economies
Centrally Planned

Total

Developing Countries
Market Economies
Centrally Planned

Total

World, total

World

1970

63
29

92

8

8

100

Energy
(*)

IDS

52
37

89

11

11

100

Consumption
i
2000

NEO

42
37

79

21

21

100

Energy Growth Rate
(55/yr)

IDS NEO

t o t a l cap t o t a l

4.5
6.0

4.7

6.0

6.0

5.1

3.4
5.0

4.0

3.4

3.4

3.0

3.7
6.0

4.3

8.4

8.4

5.1

per
cap

3.1
5.4

4.0

6.3
- a
6.3

3.4

aIncluded in centrally planned developed countries



TABLE IV. RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES

Global
Technical
Potential

TWa

Technological Maturity Systems Effects

Hydropower
(Greenland)

Wind

Wet Geothermal

Tidal Power

Wave Power

Ocean Thermal
Gradient

2.9
(0.1)

Mature
Economic potential 1.1 TW
Presently utilized 13%

1-5 No basic problem

0.1 Installed 1350 MW

0.04 Installed 240 MW

35,OOOekm T o b e developed

709

O*35b T°

Ecological and
safety problems

Regional planning,
energy storágs

Salinity of water

Climatological and
ecological effects?

ENERGY CONSERVATION «1 TW

ai TW = 1 TW-a/a
bWithin 10 km from coastline
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TABLE V. LAND DEMAND FOR SOLAR ENERGY SUPPLY OF
1 GW(e) AVERAGE POWER

System Efficiency Insolation
(kWh/m2 day)

0.1

0.2

80

40

60

30

48

24

area

(km2)

TABLE VI. ENERGY STORAGE IN ELECTRIC GRIDS

Total Storage Capacity
Generation (Hydropower)Grid

TWh

Electricité
de France 180 12 6.7

Bratsk-Ilimsk,
Siberia 135 30 22

Austria 34
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TABLE VII. PARTITIONING OF LAND

Total Land Area

Usable Land

Forests

Pastures

Arable Land

Usable But Not Used

Human Settlements (1970)

Total Surface Area

106 km2

148

74

35.3

21.3

13

4

0.4

510

%

100

50

24

14

9

3

0.3

TABLE VIII. THERMOLYSIS/ELECTROLYSIS OF WATER

(1) H2SO4 Thermal, H 2 0 + S02

(2) 2H2O + S02

«8555

1555

of
energy
input

After: M.G. Bowman, 1974
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NUMBER OF 80

COUNTRIES

, OF TOTAL POPULATION

22 + 6

10 kw/cap

Fig.1 Distribution of Per Capita Energy Consumption (1971)
After: J.P. Charpentier, IIASA

15

10

O

3»
CL£

REDUCTION OF
MORTALITY

FERTILITY/ LEVELLING
OF

ÎAGE DISTRI-
I BUTION
I
I

i*__LESS DEVELOPED
*2070-. NET REPROD.RATE ~1.0

2020: MORE DEVELOPED
NET REPROD. RATE -1.0

1975:
GROSS REPROD.RATE o. 2.0

1900 1950 2000 2050 2100 2150
YEAR

Fig. 2 World Population Growth
Source: UN World Population Conference, Bucharest,
1974, Report of the-. Secretary General
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1950

1975 ¥ E A R

2050 2100
1xlO9

Fig. 3 Global Energy Scenarios

N

Fig, 4 The Solar Tower Concept
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SFCQNDARY ENERGY

HOT WATER

YEAR
1975 1985

Fig. 5 Partitioning and Final Use of
Secondary Energy (FRG)

FINAL USE

ELECTRICAL

TRANSPORT

INDUSTRIAL

HEAT

RESIDENTIAL

COMMERCIAL
HEAT

2000

COAL.
no / S O L A R

NUCLEAR
ENERGY?

TODAY

KEEP OPTIONS OPEN

INTERMEDIATE
STORAGE

l Pu STORAGE GAS

LECTR.

OPEN Pu PROJEÇ
RANSPORTS TION

INTERNAT.
'MULTINAT.

.NAT.

Pu UTILIZATION?*

STATUS FOR THE FUEL
CO-LOCATIONS

CO-LOCATIONS?

ELIMINATION OF ALL
Pu TRANSPORTS
COMPREHENSIVE
CO-LOCATIONS

H R E A C T Q R
TYPE FOR THE
USE OF Pu?

INTERNAT.

MULTINAT.

_NAT.

ÍUPPLYG 'STATUS FOR THE
STRUCTURE COMPREHENSIVE

CO-LOCATIONS

Fig. 6 Decision Tree for the Deployment of Peaceful
Nuclear Energy
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109t/a

30"

20"

7 TW-19."

= 7.6 • 101 2

AVERITT

Q, = 4.3 • 1O1

- MAPPED

1800 1900 2000 ! 2100
2050

GEOL. WORLD COAL RESOURCES. WEC 1974

REVISED DATA. M. GRENON. Il AS A

'COAL IN PLACE'. G.D. FETTWEIS

2200

10.7

1.7

2300

101 2 t

101 2 tce

FUNCTIONAL
RELATIONSHIP
M. K. HUBBERT

CUMULATED
COAL CONSUMPTION
(t)

109 tce/a = 0.93 TW

1012 t c e

ULTIM. RECOVERABLE COAL RESERVES, FETTWEIS 0.85* 101 2 tce

Fig. 7 Coal Production and Reserves
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* ' IF SUPPLIED IN THE
FORM OF COAL

ACO;= 2 0 0 %

1980 2000 2050 2100 YEAR

Fig. 8 Necessary Control of Fossil Energy Consumption,
If Supplied in the Form of Coal, to Stay Below
Certain CO, Levels in the Troposphere
After: W.D7 Nordhaus, IIASA


